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Abstract: The Dark Ages are the period between the last scattering of the cosmic microwave
background and the appearance of the first luminous sources, spanning approximately
1100 < z < 30. The only known way to measure fluctuations in this era is through the 21-cm line
of neutral hydrogen. Such observations have enormous potential for cosmology, because they
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span a large volume while the fluctuations remain linear even on small scales. Observations of
21-cm fluctuations during this era can therefore constrain fundamental aspects of our Universe,
including inflation and any exotic physics of dark matter. While the observational challenges to
these low-frequency 21-cm observations are enormous, especially from the terrestrial
environment, they represent an important goal for cosmology.
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Figure 1: The Dark Ages 21-cm ab-
sorption feature is a sensitive probe of
cosmology. The black dashed line shows
the mean 21-cm brightness temperature
(averaged across the sky) in a “standard”
model of cosmology. The shape at z & 30
is independent of astrophysical sources.
The gray contours show schematically the
reported EDGES absorption signal [4].
The solid curves are phenomenological
models that invoke extra cooling to match
the amplitude of the EDGES signal (as in
[22]) but that also dramatically affect the
Dark Ages absorption trough at z > 50.
1 Introduction
One of the last unexplored periods of the Universe’s history are the Cosmic Dark Ages, the period
between the last scattering of the cosmic microwave background (CMB) at z ∼ 1100 and the for-
mation of the first luminous sources, likely near z ∼ 30 according to recent models (e.g., [12]).
This period is extraordinarily difficult to study because of the lack of luminous sources. The only
potential probe of this era is absorption of the CMB by the hyperfine transition of hydro-
gen in the low-density intergalactic medium (IGM). While CMB is too cold to interact with
the electronic energy levels of hydrogen, it remains relatively bright in the radio, opening the pos-
sibility of studying the Dark Ages through hydrogen’s 21-cm line. Further, the absence of other
sources of radiation also points to one of the most compelling reasons to study it: like the CMB,
it is completely unaffected by astrophysical sources and hence can be modeled cleanly.
The hyperfine 21-cm line of hydrogen has a long history in astronomy, but efforts to ob-
serve its fluctuation power spectrum in the high-z Universe are still maturing. Several telescopes
are targeting this transition, including PAPER, the MWA, LOFAR, and HERA, although they all
focus on the lower redshift era after the first luminous sources turn on. While the 21-cm signal
is, by some measures, relatively bright compared to CMB anisotropies (with a typical brightness
temperature of > 10 mK), the observational challenges are enormous. For the Dark Ages signal,
the relevant redshifted 21-cm line frequencies are < 50 MHz and the Galactic synchrotron fore-
ground is orders of magnitude brighter than the signal. Moreover, Earth’s ionosphere refracts and
absorbs low-frequency radio waves, especially at ν . 30 MHz, making the Universe at z & 50
extremely challenging to observe from the ground. Finally, low radio frequencies are heavily uti-
lized by terrestrial broadcasts and strongly affected by atmospheric events. One way to avoid the
latter two challenges is with a radio array on the lunar far side, as the Moon lacks an ionosphere
and blocks terrestrial interference.
Here we argue that, despite these challenges, the Dark Ages are an enormously com-
pelling period to study. While likely beyond the capabilities of instruments available in the next
decade, Dark Ages cosmology provides an important goal toward which we must push. More-
over, the Dark Ages are so sensitive to “exotic physics” that even upper limits provided by pathfinder
instruments will provide useful constraints on dark matter, primordial black holes, and more.
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2 The 21-cm Background












where xHI is the neutral fraction (effectively unity throughout the Dark Ages in most models), δ
is the fractional overdensity of the patch, dv‖/dr‖ is the gradient of the proper velocity along the
line of sight, Tγ is the brightness temperature of the background light (usually the CMB), and TS
is the spin temperature, or excitation temperature of the 21-cm transition. During the Dark Ages,
the spin temperature is principally set by a competition between scattering of photons from the
backlight (driving TS → Tγ) and collisions in the intergalactic medium (driving TS → TK , the ki-
netic temperature of the gas). The black dashed curve in Figure 1 follows the average spin tem-
perature in the standard cosmological model (using CosmoRec; [10]). At z > 150, Compton scat-
tering off of the residual free electrons in the IGM makes TK ≈ Tγ ≈ TS, so the 21-cm signal is
extremely small. At z ∼ 150, Compton scattering becomes inefficient and the gas cools relative
to the CMB. Because the gas density is large, collisions couple the spin and kinetic tempera-
tures. As the Universe expands and the density declines, collisions become more rare, and even-
tually the spin temperature returns to the CMB temperature. Only later, at z < 25 in this model,
do the first luminous sources switch the 21-cm signal back on. It is this first absorption peak, at
150 > z > 30, where the 21-cm probe offers a unique probe of cosmology. (The importance of
observing this sky-averaged absorption trough is discussed in [5]; here we focus on the next step,
measuring fluctuations in the background.)
3 The Ultimate Frontier: Cosmology During the Dark Ages
Equation (1) is the brightness temperature of a single patch in the IGM; during the Dark Ages,
the density field — and, along with it, the spin temperature and velocity fields — vary over a
wide range of scales. Maps of 21-cm emission can therefore provide a sensitive probe of the
power spectrum of density fluctuations. Figure 2 shows examples of how modes of the 21-cm
fluctuation power spectrum evolve in the standard cosmology.
The 21-cm power spectrum during the Dark Ages offers several advantages over other
probes of the density field. Because they can use a spectral line to establish the distance to each
patch, 21-cm measurements probe three-dimensional volumes — unlike the CMB, which probes
only a narrow spherical shell around recombination. Additionally, the 21-cm line does not suffer
from Silk damping, which depresses the CMB fluctuations on relatively large scales, but probes
the early Universe when small-scale fluctuations are still linear (unlike the galaxy power spec-














The choice of kmax — the smallest physical scale to be probed — is not obvious. The Jeans length
during the Dark Ages corresponds to kmax ∼ 1000 Mpc−1. Accessing these small-sale modes in
three dimensions would require an enormous instrument, but equation (2) shows that even a more
modest effort provides a massive improvement over the information contained in all the measur-
able modes of the CMB, NCMB ∼ 107. Moreover, because the density fluctuations are still small,
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Figure 2: 21-cm fluctuations are substan-
tial during the Dark Ages. The curves
show the amplitude of the 21-cm brightness
temperature fluctuations at several differ-
ent wavenumbers from the Dark Ages to
low redshifts, in a standard model of cos-
mology. Red diagonal lines compare these
fluctuations to the foreground brightness
temperature (from Galactic synchrotron):
each scales the foreground by the number
shown. Note that exotic cooling scenarios
described in §4 could significantly amplify
these fluctuations. From [29].
these modes remain in the linear or mildly non-linear regime, allowing a straightforward interpre-
tation of them in terms of the fundamental parameters of our Universe [19]. This treasure trove
of statistical measurements will support a number of precision cosmological measurements, even
within the “standard” cosmology:
1. Because the 21-cm fluctuations extend to such small scales, they expand the dynamic range
of power spectrum measurements over several orders of magnitude. Figure 3 shows some
examples of how cosmological parameters affect the power spectrum. The 21-cm measure-
ments therefore can provide precision constraints on the running of the spectral index of the
matter power spectrum [21], a key parameter for inflation models for which stringent limits
can test the underlying assumptions of the paradigm.
2. Another key constraint on the origin of density fluctuations will come from measurements
of primordial non-Gaussianity imprinted by inflation. CMB measurements offer stringent
constraints that can best be improved by larger-volume surveys — but low-z galaxy sur-
veys suffer from contamination by non-Gaussianity developed through nonlinear structure
formation. The clean, small-scale Dark Ages signal is an excellent opportunity to further
constrain the existence of non-Gaussianity in the density power spectrum [7] – in principle,
21-cm Dark Ages measurements can place such tight limits that they can test the generic
inflationary picture itself [24]. Other inflation probes are also possible (e.g., [30]).
3. Several other cosmological parameters are best measured at small scales as well. For ex-
ample, constraints on the total spatial curvature and neutrino masses improve by orders of
magnitude [21]; the latter is also illustrated in Figure 3.
4. The extraordinary statistical precision of a 21-cm Dark Ages measurement would also al-
low us to identify deviations from a featureless primordial power spectrum that might be
imprinted by complex models of inflation [6].
4 Opportunities For the Next Decade: Exotic Physics in the Dark Ages
While the information contained in the Dark Ages 21-cm signal is clearly powerful, accessing the
most useful of such measurements — small-scale fluctuations over a broad redshift range — will
require a large radio telescope able to overcome the severe observational challenges [1], possibly
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Figure 3: The 21-cm power spectrum
is a sensitive probe of cosmological
parameters. The angular power spectrum
of 21-cm fluctuations at z = 55 in “stan-
dard” cosmologies, varying some of the
parameters. The solid and dotted curves
use ΛCDM with the power law index
of density fluctuations ns = 1 and 0.98;
respectively; the short-dashed curve adds
a “running” to the spectral index. The
long-dashed curve assumes 10% of the
matter density is in the form of massive
neutrinos (with masses 0.4 keV), while
the dot-dashed curve assumes warm dark
matter with particle masses of 1 keV.
From [20].
on the lunar far side. But in the near term, pathfinders toward such an ultimate goal can constrain
non-standard models of exotic particle physics models, including dark matter.
The black dashed curve in Fig. 1 shows that the standard cosmology provides a clear and
simple prediction for the spin temperature (and hence 21-cm power spectrum) throughout the
Dark Ages. This era is a powerful probe of non-standard physics because the low gas temperature
during this period makes the 21-cm line a sensitive calorimeter of additional heating (or cooling)
and/or of an excess radio background over and above the CMB [14].
While many such processes tend to heat the IGM and therefore decrease the amplitude of
the 21-cm signal, the recent evidence for a detection of a 21-cm absorption feature at 78 MHz by
the EDGES collaboration [4] has triggered interest in non-standard models that amplify the 21-
cm signal (though note that the EDGES signal has not yet been independently confirmed). The
EDGES feature is more than twice as deep than expected in a Universe that has been cooling adi-
abatically following the standard model. It therefore requires new physics that either cools the
IGM or increases the radio background against which the gas absorbs. A panoply of new physics
has been proposed, including dark matter-baryon scattering [26, 2, 31, 15], millicharged dark
matter [27, 3, 17], dark matter annihilation [8], axions [23], neutrino decay [9], charge sequestra-
tion [13], quark nuggets [18], dark photons [16], and interacting dark energy [11].
The same new physics may very well affect the Dark Ages signal, because it too depends
strongly on the thermal evolution of the IGM. The solid curves in Figure 1 illustrate how models
that invoke excess cooling to explain the EDGES result (shown schematically by the gray con-
tours) could also greatly amplify the Dark Ages signal. (Here the curves use a phenomenological
parameterized cooling model as in [22]; physically-motivated models will differ in the details.)
Degeneracies between astrophysics and exotic physics in z < 20 measurements could thus be
broken by observations of the Dark Ages, which are not affected by astrophysical sources.
Moreover, any model producing either excess IGM cooling or an excess radio background
will inevitably affect the 21-cm power spectrum. For example, if the cooling is triggered by scat-
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Figure 4: Models that invoke exotic
physics imprint signatures on the 21-
cm power spectrum. In these models, a
fraction fdm of the dark matter is assumed
to have a small charge; the oscillations
in the power spectrum arise from the
large-scale streaming of baryons relative
to dark matter. The solid curves are the
total power, while the others show the
contribution from dark matter-baryon
scattering. From [25].
tering between a fraction of the dark matter that has a modest charge, the scattering rate will be
modulated by the relative velocity of dark matter and baryons, which has large-scale structure im-
printed before recombination. Such a model therefore leaves distinct features in the 21-cm power
spectrum, as shown in Fig. 4 [25]. The detailed implications of most of these exotic models are
mostly unexplored, but any model in which (1) the energy exchange depends on local density,
velocity, or temperature; or (2) in which background radio energy deposition is inhomogeneous
should generically leave signatures in the power spectrum.
Although most of these exotic cooling and/or radio background models were inspired by
the EDGES measurement, constraints on such scenarios are interesting even if that result is not
confirmed by future measurements — given the apparent difficulties in detecting dark matter di-
rectly and in producing it in accelerators, it appears increasingly likely that dark matter is not
simple after all. Constraints on exotic models and interactions will therefore be essential for pin-
ning down its properties. While many of these scenarios will affect the 21-cm signal at later times
(as described in the white papers by Mirocha et al. and Liu et al.), the Dark Ages still offer the
“cleanest” probe of the underlying physics.
5 Conclusion
Measurements of the 21-cm line power spectrum from the Dark Ages offer extraordinary promise
for fundamental cosmology. Many observational challenges need to be solved before such an
experiment can become feasible, including those related to the terrestrial environment (the iono-
sphere and man-made or atmospheric interference — which can be avoided with a lunar instru-
ment), but also including foreground removal and calibration strategies. Ground-based experi-
ments are currently addressing many of these issues while targeting a first detection of the 21-cm
signal from the Epoch of Reionization. Assuming these problems can be addressed, calculations
following [28] suggest that a first detection of the 21-cm power spectrum from the Dark Ages
(in the standard cosmology) will require a filled aperture radio interferometer with a collecting
area of ∼ 5 square kilometers. Extracting precision cosmological constraints will require an even
larger array. However, sensitivity scales approximately linearly with collecting area; therefore,
the enhanced signals discussed in §4 could be detectable with instruments similar to existing
terrestrial experiments. Over the next decade, efforts to detect exotic new physics with the
Dark Ages 21-cm fluctuation power spectrum may be within reach, while also serving as
pathfinder experiments for the ultimate frontier of cosmology.
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